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In this paper, the concept of hyper-elasticity in the micropolar continuum theory is investigated. The
restrictions on the fourth-order elasticity tensors are investigated. Using the representation theorems,
a general form of constitutive equations for micropolar hyper-elastic isotropic materials is presented.
As some special cases, generalizations of the neo-Hookean and Mooney-Rivlin type materials to the
micropolar continuum theory are presented. The generalized constitutive equations reduce to those of
the microplar linear elasticity theory when the deformations are inﬁnitesimal. Also, Updated Lagrangian
ﬁnite element formulations for the micropolar hyper-elastic materials are presented. Considering two
planar examples, it is shown that an increase in the micropolar parameter results in the reduction of
the deformation of the bodies. Also, it is shown that for a specimen with very small dimensions, e.g. in
the micron level, the micropolar effects are more sensible. Furthermore, it is shown that the inﬂuence
of the micropolar parameters is dependent not only on the size of the body, but also to its geometry
and loading conditions. For the problems in which the deformation is very close to a homogeneous state,
the micropolar effects are negligible.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
A micropolar medium is a classical continuum in which each
particle is associated with a micro-structure. The micro-structure
is in fact another continuum capable of undergoing only rigid rota-
tions (Eringen and Kafadar, 1976). The classical and micropolar
continuum theories have some differences from both kinematic
and kinetic view points. From kinematic point of view, in the clas-
sical continuum mechanics the motion of material particles are
described by the position vectors identifying the location of each
particle as a function of time (Rubin, 2000). At each particle of a
micropolar continuum, there is a micro-structure which can rotate
independently from the surrounding medium. So, every particle
contains six degrees of freedom, three translational which are
assigned to the hyper-elasticity and three rotational ones which
are referred to the micro-structure. In the classical continuum the-
ory, from the kinetic point of view, the effect of a surface element
on a neighboring one is expressible by only a traction vector. In the
micropolar theory, the interaction between two adjacent surface
elements is considered via a couple vector in addition to the trac-
tion vector (Eringen, 1968).
The beginning of the rational theories of the polar continua goes
back to E. and F. Cosserat in 1909. In the 50s and 60s, extensive
developments have been done by several authors. It is not ourll rights reserved.
: +98 21 66000021.
adi).purpose to give a detailed historical exposition of the subject. An
account of the historical development, as well as various contribu-
tions have been cited by Truesdell and Toupin (1960), Truesdell
and Noll (1965) and Eringen and Kafadar (1976). Among them,
the essential developments in the ﬁeld of micropolar theory are
due to Eringen and his co-workers. They completed the mathemat-
ical foundations of the micropolar continuum by 1971. Then, sev-
eral researchers began to solve many problems based on the
inﬁnitesimal deformation of the micropolar media. Many of the
solutions obtained in linear micropolar elasticity have been pre-
sented by Nowaki (1976) and Dyszlewicz (2004).
Recently, renewed interest in the micropolar continuum theory
has been arised mainly for the context of localization computa-
tions. Today it is fairly well understood that numerical modeling
of materials exhibiting strain softening, or non-symmetric material
operators due to non-associated ﬂow rules, for example, leads to a
pathological mesh dependence of the post-peak response within
the classical continuum description when the deformation pattern
obeys a highly localized zone (Steinmann, 1994). Researchers
looking for a remedy for this deﬁciency revived the micropolar
approach. Here, we only refer to the works of Mühlhaus and
Vardoulakis (1987), Steinmann and Willam (1991), de Borst
(1993), Iordache and Willam (1998) and Sharbati and Naghdabadi
(2006). In the context of micropolar ﬁnite elastic–plastic deforma-
tions, Steinmann (1994) developed a comprehensive theory based
on micropolar hyper-elasticity and generalization of the so-called
multiplicative plasticity in a modern geometry fasion. Later, Forest
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and Grammenoudis et al. (2007) investigated the micropolar mul-
tiplicative elastic–plastic theory in a thermodynamic framework
with more detail. The theory of hypo-plasticity has been presented
and numerically implemented on localization analysis of the gran-
ular materials by Tejchman (2004) and Tejchman and Wu (2007).
In the constitutive theory of continuous media, the polynomial
forms of the tensor functions are often used. In order to present
such polynomial expressions, we need to use representation theo-
rems of tensor functions. The foundations of such theorems have
been well stablished through 1955–1994 by several scientists.
Among them, we refer to the works by Spencer (1971), Wang
(1970) and Zheng (1994).
When the work done in elastic deformation is stored as internal
energy, so that the stresses are derivable from a stored-energy
function as a potential, the material is called hyper-elastic or Green
elastic (Truesdell and Noll, 1965). The generalization of the concept
of hyper-elasticity to the polar media has been performed by sev-
eral authors. Here, we refer to the pioneer works of Eringen and
Suhubi (1964), Toupin (1964) and Kafadar and Eringen (1971). In
the recent literature, a ﬁne treatment of the subject is given by
Steinmann (1994), Forest and Sievert (2003) and Grammenoudis
and Tsakmakis (2007). In this theory, stress and couple stress ten-
sors, as well as entropy are derivable from a stored energy
function.
In this paper, at ﬁrst some basic relations of the micropolar con-
tinuum mechanics used in the next sections are presented. Based
on the representation theorems proposed by Zheng (1994), the
general form of the stress and couple stress tensors in the hyper-
elastic type constitutive equations are derived. The rate form of
the constitutive equations with material and spatial descriptions
are derived. The integrability conditions for the given elasticities
are investigated. As some special cases, the constitutive equations
of neo-Hookean and Mooney-Rivlin materials are generalized to
the micropolar continuum theory.
2. Basic relations of the micropolar continuum mechanics
In this section, we brieﬂy present some basic relations of the
micropolar continuum theory which are essential for the next
sections. For more details and discussions, we refer to the works
of Eringen (1968), Kafadar and Eringen (1971) and Eringen and
Kafadar (1976). All Latin indices, e.g. i and K take only the values
1, 2 and 3. Latin indices with small and capital letters refer, respec-
tively, to spatial and material coordinate systems. Greek indices,
e.g. t and # do not obey a general rule and take the speciﬁed values
deﬁned in the corresponding equations. However, the summation
convention holds for all repeated indices of Latin or Greek ones.
2.1. Kinematics
Let B  R3 be the reference conﬁguration of a continuum body
at time t ¼ t0. We show the center of the macro-element at each
point by Z 2 B. A smooth macro-deformation is a one-to-one map-
ping v : B!S  R3. We refer to z 2S as a point in the current
conﬁgurationS ¼ vðBÞ. In other words, at time t the material par-
ticle located at Z goes to the spatial position z in space. Similarly, z
is the center of the macro-element at the same point in the current
conﬁguration. Now consider two systems of curvilinear coordi-
nates XI and xi in the undeformed and deformed conﬁgurations,
respectively. Let GI and gi be covariant base vectors tangent to
the coordinate curves XI and xi, and GI and gi be their correspond-
ing contravariant base vectors, respectively. Deﬁnition of the curvi-
linear coordinates X and x allows us to write X = X(Z), Z = Z(X),
x = x(z) and z = z(x) which yield x = x(z(Z(X))), or, for short,x = x(X) and X = X(x) (Truesdell and Toupin, 1960). The deforma-
tion gradient is the derivative of the deformation v in the following
form:
FðX; tÞ ¼ Dv ¼ ov
oX
¼ ox
oX
¼ xi;Igi  GI; J ¼ detðFÞ > 0; ð1Þ
where comma denotes differentiation with respect to the coordi-
nates. Each point of B contains a micro-structure which has only
rigid rotations. Angle of rotation of the micro-structure constitute
a rotation (pseudo) vector u with magnitude h. The proper orthogo-
nal micro-rotation tensor R corresponding to u is in the following
form (Eringen and Kafadar, 1976; Ramezani and Naghdabadi, 2007):
R ¼ Ri:Jgi  GJ ¼ expðUÞg
¼ Iþ sin h
h
Uþ 1 cos h
h2
UU
 
g; detðRÞ ¼ 1; ð2Þ
whereU is the skew-symmetric tensor corresponding to u, I is the
identity tensor and g ¼ gi:Jgi  GJ with gi:J ¼ gi:GJ is a shifter. Now
consider an internal point in the micro-structure located at the po-
sition N ¼ NKGK with respect to the center Z. In the micropolar the-
ory, it is assumed that N transforms to the vector n ¼ nigi under the
rigid rotation R and by the relation n ¼ RN (Eringen and Kafadar,
1976). The spin tensor of the micro-structure, X, can then be ob-
tained as follows:
_n ¼ _RN ¼ ð _RRTÞn ¼ Xn; X ¼ _RRT ¼ XT : ð3Þ
The spin tensor X is called gyration tensor. Now, the angular veloc-
ity vector x of the micro-structure can be constructed from Eqs. (2)
and (3) as follows:
x ¼ 1
2
e : X ¼ K _u;
K ¼ sin h
h
Iþ 1
h2
1 sin h
h
 
u uþ cos h 1
h2
eu; ð4Þ
where (:) stands for the double contraction operation.
The motivation for the choice of the micropolar strain measures
is the deﬁnition of the classical symmetric positive deﬁnite right
and left stretch tensors U ¼ RTF and V ¼ FRT , respectively, where
R is a proper orthogonal tensor. A similar idea (with a slightly dif-
ference) is used for deﬁning the material and spatial Cosserat
deformation tensors, U and V as follows (Kafadar and Eringen,
1971):
F ¼ RUT ¼ VR) U ¼ FTR; V ¼ RUTRT ¼ FRT;
UUT ¼ U2 ¼ C; VVT ¼ V2 ¼ B; detU ¼ detV ¼ det F ¼ J > 0;
ð5Þ
where C and B are the classical symmetric positive deﬁnite right
and left Cauchy–Green deformation tensors, respectively. Also, the
material and spatial Cosserat wryness tensors, C and c have the fol-
lowing forms (Eringen and Kafadar, 1976):
C ¼ 1
2
e : ðRTrXRÞ; c ¼ RCRT; CLK ¼ 12 eLMNR
:M
p R
pN
jK ; ð6Þ
where vertical bar (j) denotes covariant differentiation, and rX is
the covariant differentiation operator deﬁned in the coordinate sys-
tem located at the reference conﬁguration. The material and spatial
micropolar strain tensors are deﬁned as
H ¼ U I; h ¼ I VT: ð7Þ
For the case of inﬁnitesimal deformations, the components of the
inﬁnitesimal strain and wryness tensors, e and j, take the following
forms (Eringen and Kafadar, 1976):
H  h  e ¼ ðruÞT þU; C  j ¼ ðruÞT : ð8Þ
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In the micropolar theory, the interaction between two adjacent
surface elements is considered via a couple vector in addition to
the traction vector. The following relations hold between the trac-
tion vector tðnÞ, the stress tensor r, the couple vectormðnÞ, the cou-
ple stress tensor m, and the unit normal vector to the surface n
(Eringen, 1968):
tðnÞ ¼ tini ¼ n:r ¼ rijnigj; mðnÞ ¼mini ¼ n:m ¼ mijnigj: ð9Þ
Also, we deﬁne the micropolar ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff stress and cou-
ple stress tensors P and M, and the micropolar material stress and
couple stress tensors Rð1Þ andM(1), respectively, as follows (Rameza-
ni and Naghdabadi, 2007):
fP;MgJF1fr;mg; fRð1Þ;Mð1Þg ¼ fP;MgR: ð10Þ
The material form of balance of linear momentum and moment of
momentum in the micropolar media have the following local forms
(Eringen and Kafadar, 1976):
DivPþq0f¼q0a; PJijJþq0f i¼q0ai; ð11Þ
DivMþe : ðFPÞþq0l¼q0 _hint; MKijK þe:ilm:xl;KPKmþq0li¼q0 _hiint; ð12Þ
where f = f(X,t) is the body force density vector, a is the acceler-
ation vector, hint is density of the internal angular momentum
vector, l is the body couple density vector and q0 is the referen-
tial density. For a purely mechanical process, the power of defor-
mation per unit reference volume is as follows (Ramezani and
Naghdabadi, 2007):
P ¼ q0 _w ¼ J½r : Dþm : W ¼ Rð1Þ : _UþMð1Þ : _CT ð13Þ
with w as the Helmholtz free energy function and
D ¼ LT þX; L ¼ rxv; W ¼ ðrx xÞT ; ð14Þ
where rx is the covariant differentiation operator deﬁned in the
coordinate system located at the current conﬁguration. Material
time derivatives of U and C are in the following forms (Ramezani
and Naghdabadi, 2007):
_U ¼ FTDR; _C ¼ RTWTF: ð15Þ
Also, time differentiation of Eqs. (5)3 and (6)2 and using Eq. (15) re-
sults in
_V ¼ DTV þXV  VX; _c ¼ WTV  cXþXc: ð16Þ
Based on Eq. (13), the pairs ðJr;DÞ; ðRð1Þ; _UÞ, ðJm;WÞ and ðMð1Þ; _CTÞ
are deﬁned as the energy pairs in the micropolar continuum theory
(Ramezani and Naghdabadi, 2007).
3. Micropolar hyper-elasticity
3.1. Rate-type micropolar hyper-elastic constitutive equations
In this section, we postulate that there is a stored energy
function from which the stress and couple stress tensors can
be derived by differentiating this function with respect to the
deformation parameters. For a purely mechanical process, Eq.
(13) results in
Rð1Þ ¼ q0
ow^ðU;CÞ
oU
; Mð1Þ ¼ q0
ow^ðU;CÞ
oCT
: ð17Þ
Using chain rule of differentiation together with Eqs. (5), (6) and
(10), one may obtain the following spatial form of the hyper-elasti-
citic constitutive equations for the isotropic micropolar materials
(see also Kafadar and Eringen, 1971):s ¼ Jr ¼ q0V
o~wðV; cÞ
oVT
; l ¼ Jm ¼ q0V
o~wðV; cÞ
ocT
: ð18Þ
It is noted that in Eqs. (17) and (18), the notations
w ¼ w^ðU;CÞ ¼ ~wðV; cÞ have been used. Time differentiation of Eq.
(17) with the aid of the chain rule of differentiation results in
_Rð1Þ ¼ A1 : _Uþ A2 : _CT ; _Mð1Þ ¼ A3 : _Uþ A4 : _CT ; ð19Þ
where At ðt ¼ 1;2;3;4Þ are the following fourth-order tensors:
fA1;A2;A3;A4g ¼ q0
o2w^
oUoU
;
o2w^
oUoCT
;
o2w^
oCToU
;
o2w^
oCToCT
( )
ð20Þ
and satisfy the following symmetry conditions:
fAIJKL1 ;AIJKL4 g ¼ fAKLIJ1 ;AKLIJ4 g;AIJKL2 ¼ AKLIJ3 : ð21Þ
Now, we deﬁne the objective second-order tensors sr and lr in the
following form:
sr
lr
 
¼F d
dt
F1
s
l
 
R
 
RT ¼F
_Rð1Þ
_Mð1Þ
( )
RT ¼
_s
_l
 
L s
l
 
þ s
l
 
X:
ð22Þ
Also, by deﬁning frr;mrg ¼ J1fsr; lrg and recalling _J ¼ J trðDÞ, we
may write
rr
mr
 
¼ 1
J
sr
lr
 
¼
_r
_m
 
 L r
m
 
þ r
m
 
Xþ trðDÞ r
m
 
:
ð23Þ
The deﬁnitions of fsr;lrg and frr;mrg are very similar to the so-
called Truesdell rate of the Kirchhoff stress s ¼ Jr, and the Cauchy
stress r in the classical continuum theory, except that X is replaced
for LT .
For the case of isotropic micropolar materials, differentiating
Eqs. (18) with respect to time and using Eqs. (16) and (22), we
obtain
sr ¼ b1 : Dþ b2 : W; lr ¼ b3 : Dþ b4 : W; ð24Þ
where the fourth-order tensors bt ðt ¼ 1;2;3;4Þ have the following
components:
fb1; b2; b3; b4gijkl ¼ Vi:mVk:p
o2w
oVlpoVjm
;
o2w
oclpoVjm
;
o2w
oVlpocjm
;
o2w
oclpocjm
( )
:
ð25Þ
Similarly, combining Eqs. (23) and (24), we obtain
rr
mr
 
¼ a1 a2
a3 a4
 
:
D
W
( )
; at ¼ J1bt; t ¼ 1;2;3;4: ð26Þ
The fourth-order tensors at and bt satisfy the following symmetry
conditions:
fa; bgijkl1 ¼ fa; bgklij1 ; fa; bgijkl4 ¼ fa; bgklij4 ; fa; bgijkl2
¼ fa; bgklij3 : ð27Þ
In order to obtain the relation between At and btðt ¼ 1;2;3;4Þ, we
combine Eqs. (15), (19), (22) and (24) to obtain
F
A1
A3
 
: ðFTDRÞ þ A2
A4
 
: ðFTWRÞ
 
RT ¼ b1
b3
 
: Dþ b2
b4
 
: W;
ð28Þ
which yields the following relations between the components of
bt and At for the case of isotropic hyper-elastic materials:
bijklt ¼ xi;IRj:Jxk;KRl:LAIJKLt ðt ¼ 1;2;3;4Þ ð29Þ
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AIJKLt ¼ XI;iR:Jj XK;kR:Ll bijklt ðt ¼ 1;2;3;4Þ: ð30Þ3.2. Restrictions on the elasticities
Following Simo and Pister (1984) in the context of the classical
continuum, we want to obtain the conditions on At ðt ¼ 1;2;3;4Þ
under which solutions exist for w or R(1) and M(1). First, we con-
sider the differential equation (17) and assume R(1) and M(1) are
pre-determined quantities. Using Vainberg’s theorem (Marsden
and Hughes, 1983), the necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for
existing the energy function w^ðU;CÞ are as follows:
oRð1ÞIJ
oUKL
¼ oRð1ÞKL
oUIJ
;
oMð1ÞIJ
oCKL
¼ oMð1ÞKL
oCIJ
; ð31Þ
which are the same as those presented in Eq. (21). In other words, if
R(1) and M(1) have been speciﬁed, the necessary and sufﬁcient for
existing the energy function w^ are the symmetry conditions on
At ðt ¼ 1;4Þ in Eq. (21). Similar argument is valid for the existing
the energy function ~w when Eq. (27) hold. In the next step, consider
the following material form differential equations:
dRð1Þ ¼ A1 : dUþ A2 : dCT; d _Mð1Þ ¼ A3 : dUþ A4 : dCT;
oRð1ÞðX;U;CÞ
oU
¼ A1ðX;U;CÞ; oRð1ÞðX;U;CÞ
oCT
¼ A2ðX;U;CÞ;
oMð1ÞðX;U;CÞ
oU
¼ A3ðX;U;CÞ; oMð1ÞðX;U;CÞ
oCT
¼ A4ðX;U;CÞ:
ð32Þ
In other words, assuming that At ðt ¼ 1;2;3;4Þ as some given
fourth-order tensors, we want to ﬁnd the conditions under which
the solutions for R(1) and M(1) can be found by solving differential
equation (32). Again, Vainberg’s theorem implies the necessary
and sufﬁcient conditions for such integrability as follows:
oAIJKL1
oCNM
¼ oA
IJMN
2
oUKL
;
oAIJKL3
oCNM
¼ oA
IJMN
4
oUKL
;
oAIJKL1
oUMN
¼ oA
IJMN
1
oUKL
;
oAIJKL2
oCMN
¼ oA
IJMN
2
oCKL
;
oAIJKL3
oUMN
¼ oA
IJMN
3
oUKL
;
oAIJKL4
oCMN
¼ oA
IJMN
4
oCKL
:
ð33Þ
Such conditions may be applied on the spatial elasticities bijklt (or
aijklt ) by combining Eq. (5)3, (6)3, (30) and (33) in the following form:
obijkl1
ocnm
¼ ob
ijmn
2
oVkl
;
obijkl3
ocmn
¼ ob
ijmn
4
oVkl
;
obijkl1
oVmn
¼ ob
ijmn
1
oVkl
;
obijkl2
ocmn
¼ ob
ijmn
2
ockl
;
obijkl3
oVmn
¼ ob
ijmn
3
oVkl
;
obijkl4
ocmn
¼ ob
ijmn
4
ockl
:
ð34Þ
It is noted that when the energy function w is speciﬁed, the
conditions presented in Eqs. (31), (33) and (34) are identically satis-
ﬁed. Such conditions have to be checked when the elasticities
AIJKLt or b
ijkl
t are pre-determined quantities without any reference to
a speciﬁed energy function.
3.3. General form of w for the isotropic micropolar materials
For the case of isotropic micropolar materials, w is a scalar-val-
ued tensor function of the scalar invariants of ðV; cÞ (Kafadar and
Eringen, 1971). Following the method proposed by Kafadar and
Eringen (1971) and Zheng (1994), we decompose the non-symmet-
ric tensors V and c to their symmetric and skew-symmetric parts
as fVs; csg ¼ symfV; cg and fVa; cag ¼ skewfV; cg. From Zheng
(1994), the resulting tensors ðVs;Va; cs; caÞ have 39 scalar joint
invariants which are trace of the following tensors:Vs;V2s ;V
3
s ;V
2
a; cs; c
2
s ; c
3
s ; c
2
a ;Vscs;V
2
s cs;Vsc
2
s ;V
2
s c
2
s ;VsV
2
a;V
2
sV
2
a ;
V2sV
2
aVsVa;Vsc
2
a ;V
2
s c
2
a ;V
2
s c
2
aVsca; csV
2
a ; c
2
sV
2
a; c
2
sV
2
acsVa; csc
2
a; c
2
s c
2
a;
c2s c
2
acsca;Vaca;VscsVa;V
2
s csVa;Vsc
2
sVa;VsV
2
acsVa;Vscsca;V
2
s csca;
Vsc2s ca;Vsc
2
acsca;VsVaca;VsV
2
aca;VsVac
2
a ; csVaca; csV
2
aca; csVac
2
a :
ð35Þ
Alternatively, one may construct scalar invariants Jt ðt ¼ 1;2; . . . ;
39Þ in terms of ðV;VT; c; cTÞ as follows:
J1 ¼ trðVÞ J2 ¼ trðV2Þ J3 ¼ trðV3Þ
J4 ¼ trðVVTÞ J5 ¼ trðV2VTÞ J6 ¼ trðV2V2TÞ
J7 ¼ trðV2V2TVVTÞ J8 ¼ trðVcÞ J9 ¼ trðVcTÞ
J10 ¼ trðVc2Þ J11 ¼ trðVc2TÞ J12 ¼ trðVccTÞ
J13 ¼ trðVcTcÞ J14 ¼ trðVc2cTÞ J15 ¼ trðVcTc2Þ
J16 ¼ trðV2cÞ J17 ¼ trðV2cTÞ J18 ¼ trðV2c2Þ
J19 ¼ trðV2c2TÞ J20 ¼ trðV2ccTÞ J21 ¼ trðV2cTcÞ
J22 ¼ trðVTVcÞ J23 ¼ trðVVTcÞ J24 ¼ trðVTVc2Þ
J25 ¼ trðVVTc2Þ J26 ¼ trðVTVcTcÞ J27 ¼ trðV2c2TVcTÞ
J28 ¼ trðV2c2VTcTÞ J29 ¼ trðV2VTcÞ J30 ¼ trðV2VTcTÞ
J31 ¼ trðV2V2TcÞ J32 ¼ trðVc2c2TÞ J33 ¼ trðcÞ
J34 ¼ trðc2Þ J35 ¼ trðc3Þ J36 ¼ trðccTÞ
J37 ¼ trðc2cTÞ J38 ¼ trðc2c2TÞ J39 ¼ trðc2c2TccTÞ
ð36Þ
In other words we can write the energy function w as
w ¼ wðJ1; J2; . . . ; J39Þ. Using Eqs. (18) and (36) we obtain
s ¼ atV oJt
oVT
; l ¼ atV oJtocT ; ð37Þ
where at ¼ q0ow=oJt ðt ¼ 1;2; . . . ;39Þ are scalar-valued tensor
functions of the 39 invariants listed in Eq. (36). Finally, Eq. (37) yield
the following non-linear hyper-elastic constitutive equations for an
isotropic micopolar medium:
s¼Vfa1Iþ2a2Vþ3a3V2þ2a4VTþa5ðVVTþVTVþV2TÞ
þ2a6ðVV2TþV2TVÞþ2a7ðVV2TVVTþVTV2V2TþV2TVVTVÞ
þa8cþa9cTþa10c2þa11c2Tþa12ccTþa13cTcþa14c2cTþa15cTc2
þa16ðVcþcVÞþa17ðVcTþcTVÞþa18ðVc2þc2VÞþa19ðVc2Tþc2TVÞ
þa20ðVccTþccTVÞþa21ðVcTcþcTcVÞþa22ðcþcTÞVT
þa23VTðcþcTÞþa24ðc2þc2TÞVTþa25VTðc2þc2TÞþ2a26cTcVT
þa27ðVc2TVcTþc2TVcTVþcTV2c2TÞþa28ðVc2VTcTþc2VTcTVþc2TV2TcÞ
þa29ðVVTcþVTcVþV2TcTÞþa30ðVVTcTþVTcTVþV2TcÞ
þa31½VV2TðcþcTÞþV2TðcþcTÞVþa32c2c2Tg; ð38Þ
l¼Vfa8Vþa9VTþa10ðVcþcVÞþa11ðVTcþcVTÞþa12cTðVþVTÞ
þa13ðVþVTÞcTþa14ðccTVþcTVcþc2TVTÞþa15ðVTc2TþcVcT
þVcTcÞþa16V2þa17V2Tþa18ðcV2TþV2TcÞþa19ðV2TcþcV2TÞ
þa20cTðV2þV2TÞþa21ðV2þV2TÞcTþa22VTVþa23VVT
þa24ðcVTVþVTVcÞþa25ðcVVTþVVTcÞþ2a26VTVcT
þa27ðV2TcVcþcV2TcVþVc2V2TÞþa28ðcVTcTV2þVTcTV2c
þVc2TV2TÞþa29V2VTþa30VV2Tþa31V2V2Tþa32½cc2TðVþVTÞ
þc2TðVþVTÞcþa33Iþ2a34cþ3a35c2þ2a36cTþa37ðccTþcTcþc2TÞ
þ2a38ðcc2Tþc2TcÞþ2a39ðcc2TccTþcTc2c2Tþc2TccTcÞg: ð39Þ
Using Cayley–Hamilton theorem, minor simpliﬁcations may be
made in Eqs. (38) and (39) which are not presented here.
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In the classical continuum theory, the incompressibility condi-
tion (J = detF = 1) results in the pressure term pI, added to the
stress constitutive equation and contributes nothing to the energy
or power of deformation. Now, let the traction vector tðnÞ ¼ pn
and the couple vector mðnÞ ¼ s n (with p and s, respectively,
as an arbitrary scalar and an arbitrary vector) contribute nothing
to the power of deformation P expressed in Eq. (13). Thus, r can
be determined to within pI and m to within es. Substituting
r ¼ pI and m ¼ es into Eq. (13)1, we obtain
P ¼ pI : D es : W ¼ 0) pdivðvÞ þ s:curlðxÞ ¼ 0: ð40Þ
Since Eq. (40) have to be valid for all p and s, we obtain the follow-
ing constraints for the incompressibility of a micropolar continuous
media (Kafadar and Eringen, 1971):
divðvÞ ¼ 0; curlðxÞ ¼ 0: ð41Þ
As it is well-known, from _J ¼ JdivðvÞ, the constraint div(v) = 0 may
be integrated to J = 1. However, the constraint curlðxÞ ¼ 0 implies
that x ¼ rxU, where U is a scalar potential function. But such con-
dition, in general, cannot be integrated to impose an explicit restric-
tion on the micro rotation u. For the linear theory in which x  _u,
this constraint can be integrated to give curl(u) = 0. Finally, the con-
stitutive equations for the micropolar incompressible hyper-elastic
materials are as follows (Kafadar and Eringen, 1971):
r ¼ pIþ qV o
~wðV; cÞ
oVT
; m ¼ esþ qV o
~wðV; cÞ
ocT
: ð42Þ
It is noted that the constraints expressed in Eq. (41) have to be im-
posed on w. But, it remains an open problem that how the condition
curlðxÞ ¼ 0 can be satisﬁed.
4. Some simple micropolar hyper-elastic constitutive equations
In this section, we present some generalized forms of the Hook-
ean, neo-Hookean, and Mooney-Rivlin type constitutive equations
for the micropolar hyper-elastic materials. Except for the case of
linear deformations, such generalizations are not unique and one
may ﬁnd several generalizations for a speciﬁc type of the micropo-
lar hyper-elastic materials. Furthermore, we will ignore the condi-
tion curlðxÞ ¼ 0 for the case of micropolar incompressible
materials.
4.1. Hookean type micropolar hyper-elasticity (linear micropolar
elasticity)
For the case of linear isotropic micropolar materials, the consti-
tutive equations (18) reduce to fr;mg ¼ q0ow
_
ðe; jÞ=ofe; jTg is as
follows (Eringen, 1968):
q0 w
_
ðe;jÞ ¼ 1
2
½k trðeÞ2 þ ðlþ gÞ trðeeTÞ þ l trðe2Þ
þ 1
2
½a trðjÞ2 þ b trðj2Þ þ c trðjjTÞ; ð43Þ
which results in
r ¼ kek:kIþ ðlþ gÞeþ leT ¼ C : e; m ¼ ajk:kIþ bjþ cjT
¼ ~C : j; ð44Þ
where k; l; g; a; b and c are elastic constants and the relation
l ¼ lþ g=2 holds, with l as the shear modulus. Also, the micro-
polar length-scale parameter is deﬁned as L ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃb=ð2lÞp (de Borst,
1993). The fourth-order isotropic elasticity tensors C and ~C (or
equivalently a1 and a4Þ have the following components ða2 ¼
a3 ¼ 0Þ:fC ijkl; ~C ijklg ¼ fk;aggijgkl þ flþ g; bggikgjl þ fl; cggilgjk: ð45Þ4.2. Neo-Hookean type micropolar hyper-elasticity
In the classical continuum theory, the neo-Hookean type energy
function is assumed to be q0wðBÞ ¼ lðBn:n  3Þ=2 ðpþ lÞ lnðJÞjJ¼1
which results in r ¼ lðB IÞ  pI. Simo and Pister (1984) extended
such energy function to describe compressible materials by deﬁn-
ing q0wðBÞ ¼ lðBn:n  3Þ=2þ UðJÞ. Here, UðJÞ is proposed to be
UðJÞ ¼ kUðJÞ  l lnðJÞ, which results in Jr ¼ ½kJU0ðJÞ  lIþ lB. Also,
U(J) is a convex function satisfying UðJÞjJ¼1 ¼ U0ðJÞjJ¼1 ¼
0 and limJ!0UðJÞ ¼ limJ!1UðJÞ ¼ 1. A suitable example for U(J) is
UðJÞ ¼ kðln JÞ2=2. In order to give a generalization of such model
to the micropolar theory, we introduce the following energy
function:
q0~wðV;cÞ¼
1
2
ðlþgÞ trðVVTÞ3	 
1
2
g trðV2Þ3	 
 
l lnðJÞþkUðJÞþ1
2
atrðcÞ2þbtrðc2ÞþctrðccTÞ
h i
; ð46Þ
which renders
s¼ ½kJU0ðJÞlIþðlþgÞB1
2
gV2; l¼V½atrðcÞIþbcTþcc: ð47Þ
If we further assume the condition limJ!1½Jk1U0ðJÞ ¼ tre on U(J),
with e ¼ symðeÞ as the classical inﬁnitesimal strain tensor, Eq.
(47) reduce to the linear micropolar elasticity (Eq. (44)) for the case
of inﬁnitesimal deformations. The function UðJÞ ¼ kðln JÞ2=2 is an
example which satisﬁes such condition. Furthermore, if J = 1,
g ¼ 0 and R ¼ R, classical theory of neo-Hookean materials will
be retrieved. Using Eqs. (25) and (46), the tensors a1 and a4 take
the following forms ða2 ¼ a3 ¼ 0Þ:
Jaijkl1 ¼fðJ2kU00 þlÞgijgklþðlþgÞVi:nVkngjl
1
2
gVilVkjþ J1ðJkU0 lÞ½VilVk:nVnjþVinV :lnVkj
VinV :jnVklVn:nVilVkjþVn:nVijVklVijVk:nVnlg;
Jaijkl4 ¼aVijVklþbVilVkjþcVimVk:mgjl:
ð48Þ4.3. Mooney-Rivlin type micropolar hyper-elasticity
A Moony-Rivlin incompressible material, in the classical contin-
uum theory is described by qw ¼ lfðbþ 1=2ÞðBn:n  3Þ þ ð1=2 bÞ
½ðBn:nBp:p  Bn:pBp:nÞ=2 3g=2, where b is a constant in [1/2,1/2].
Using Cayley–Hamilton theorem, the resulting stress tensor is
r ¼ l½ðbþ 1=2ÞB ð1=2 bÞB1  ðpþ lÞI (Truesdell and Noll,
1965). This energy function may be also extended to the compress-
ible materials by the method proposed by Simo and Pister (1984)
or Simo et al. (1985). A generalization to the micropolar media
can be expressed by the following energy function:
q0~wðV; cÞ ¼
1
2
a trðVVTÞ  3	 
þ b trðV2Þ  3	 
þ c trðV2V2TÞ	
ðtrðV2ÞÞ2 þ 6
io
þ e lnðJÞ þ fUðJÞ
þ1
2
a trðcÞ2 þ btrðccTÞ þ ctrðc2Þ
h i
; ð49Þ
where a, b, c, e and f are unknown constants. It is noted that one
may add other terms containing the invariants of the wryness ten-
sor c, but it needs the deﬁnition of some new coefﬁcients which we
avoid it here. This energy function yields the following stress
tensor:
s ¼ ½fJU0ðJÞ þ eIþ aBþ bV2 þ c VBVT þ BVTV  2trðV2ÞV2	 
 ð50Þ
and l is the same as Eq. (47)2. Now, we assume that when J = 1,
g ¼ 0 and R ¼ R, Eq. (50)1 can be reduced to the Cauchy stress r
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when the deformations are inﬁnitesimal and the condition
limJ!1½Jk1U0ðJÞ ¼ tre holds, the expression for s can be reduced
to the micropolar linear elastic response. Under these circum-
stances, the unknown coefﬁcients are obtained as follows:
a ¼ 2lð1 bÞ þ 1
2
g; b ¼ 3l b 1
2
 
 1
2
g; c ¼ 1
2
l 1
2
 b
 
;
e ¼ l b 3
2
 
; f ¼ 2l 1
2
 b
 
þ k:
ð51Þ
Now, using Eqs. (25) and (49), a1 takes the following forms (a4 is the
same as Eq. (48)2 and again a2 ¼ a3 ¼ 0Þ:
Jaijkl1 ¼ðfJ2U00  eÞgijgkl þ aVi:nVkngjl þ bVilVkj
þ J1ðfJU0 þ eÞðVilVk:nVnj þ VimV :lmVkj  VimV :jmVkl
 Vn:nVilVkj þ Vn:nVijVkl  VijVk:nVnlÞ þ cðVilVk:pV :pq Vqj
þ VimV :nmVk:nVjl þ VimV :pmVn:pVk:ngjl þ VimVk:mVl:qVqj
þ VimVn:mVk:nVlj þ VimVp:mVl:pVkj  4VimV :jmVkpV :lp
 2Vn:nVm:mVilVkjÞ: ð52Þ
It is noted that the multiplicative decomposition of V in the form
V ¼ J1=3V^ may be used for better and more logical formulation of
the proposed constitutive equations. This decomposition is based
on the fundamental decomposition F ¼ J1=3F^, which has been fre-
quently employed in the literature of the classical continuum the-
ory (see e.g. Simo et al., 1985). However, such formulations in the
context of the micropolar theory and especially for the energy func-
tions proposed in Eqs. (46) and (49), results in very complex expres-
sions for the tensors s, l and specially a1 and a4 which are not
presented here.
5. Updated Lagrangian ﬁnite element formulation
In this section, Updated Lagrangian FE formulations based on
the general form of the constitutive equations for the isotropic
micropolar hyper-elastic materials (26) is derived. A Cartesian
coordinate system and equilibrium form of Eqs. (11) and (12) are
employed. Suppose, we are in the  th load step ( ¼ 1;2; . . . ; 
with  as an arbitrary natural number); the solution for the Rth
sub-step has been found but the convergence criterion has not
yet been satisﬁed, thus we should solve the problem for the
ðRþ 1Þth sub-step. We consider a typical element with ne nodes
having the translational and me nodes with rotational degrees of
freedom (DOFs) in which some or all nodes of the element can have
both translational and rotational DOFs. We consider the following
FE-approximations:
v iðx; tÞ ¼ NtðxÞVtiðtÞ; _ujðx; tÞ ¼ M#ðxÞH#jðtÞ;
t ¼ 1;2; :;ne; # ¼ 1;2; :;me ð53Þ
where v i, _uj, Nt, M#, Vti and H#j are the velocity component in i-
direction, rate of rotation of micro-structure about j-axis, interpola-
tion functions for velocity, interpolation functions for the rate of mi-
cro-rotation _u, nodal velocity of the tth node in the i-direction and
nodal rate of rotation of the #th node about j-axis, respectively. Eq.
(53) yield the following expressions for L, D, X and W:
Lij ¼ ov ioxj ¼
oNt
oxj
Vti; Dij ¼ oNtoxi Vtj  eijkKkmM#H#m;
Xij ¼ eijkKkmM#H#m; Wij ¼ KjmiM# þKjm oM#oxi
 
H#m;
ð54Þ
where in Eq. (54)4, the relation K ¼ rxK holds.In order to discretize the linear momentum equations, we pre-
multiply Eq. (11) by Na ða ¼ 1;2; :;neÞ and integrate over the vol-
ume of a typical element to obtain
Pai ¼ f intai  f extai ; a ¼ 1;2; . . . ; ne; ð55Þ
where Pai are components of the residual matrix, and f intai and f
ext
ai
are components of the internal and external nodal force matrices,
respectively, with the following expressions:
f intai ¼
Z
R0
oNa
oXJ
PJi dv0; f extai ¼
Z
R0
qNafi dv þ
I
S
Nati da; ð56Þ
where R0; R; dv0 and dv are the volume region and volume ele-
ment of the typical element in the initial and current conﬁgurations,
respectively. Also, S and da are the boundary surface and area of
the typical element in the current conﬁguration. Applying the stan-
dard Newton–Raphson method (Belytschko et al., 2000) and for the
case in which the external load is not follower ( _f extai ¼ 0Þ, we obtain
Kuuaitq
 R

VtqDt
 R

þ Kuhai#q
 R

ðH#qDtÞR ¼ ðPaiÞR ; ð57Þ
Kuuaitq
 R

¼ o
_f intai
oVtq
 !R

; Kuhai#q
 R

¼ o
_f intai
oH#q
 !R

; ð58Þ
where ðÞR stands for the underlying quantity at  th load step and
Rth sub-step. Also, Kuuaitq and K
uh
ai#q are components of the stiffness
matrices Kuu and Kuh corresponding to the linear momentum equa-
tions. For later use, we deﬁne B and ~B matrices as follows:
Bti ¼ oNtoxi ;
~B#i ¼ oM#oxi ; t ¼ 1;2; . . . ; ne; # ¼ 1;2; . . . ;me: ð59Þ
By rr þ Lr rX trðDÞr and Eq. (26), the components of _f intai are as
follows:
_f intai ¼
Z
R
Baj½a1jipqDpq þ a2jipqWpq þ rjnXnidv : ð60Þ
Now, using Eqs. (54) and (58), we obtain
Kuuaitq ¼
Z
R
Baja1jipqBtp;dv ; ð61Þ
Kuhai#q ¼
Z
R
Baj½epmsM#Ksqa1jipmþa2jipmðM#Kmqpþ ~B#pKmqÞþ enimM#Kmq rjndv : ð62Þ
The symbol ðÞR has been dropped for simplicity and all the integrals
have to be taken over the volume region and surface area of the typ-
ical element at Rth sub-step of the  th load-step, i.e., RR and S
R
 .
Now, we discretize the moment of momentum equations by
pre-multiplying Eq. (12) by Mb ðb ¼ 1;2; . . . ;meÞ and integrating
over the volume of a typical element which gives
Pbi ¼ mintbi mextbi ; b ¼ 1;2; . . . ;me; ð63Þ
where Pbi are components of a residual matrix, mintbi and m
ext
bi are,
respectively, the components of the internal and external nodal
couple stress matrices as follows:
mintbi ¼
Z
R0
oMb
oXJ
MJi  ejmiMbFjKPKm
 
dv0; ð64Þ
mextbi ¼
Z
R
qMbli dv þ
I
S
Mbmi da: ð65Þ
Following standard Newton–Raphson method and for the case of no
follower loading condition, we obtain the following linearized
equations:
Khubitq
 R

VtqDt
 R

þ Khhbi#q
 R

H#qDt
 R

¼  Pbi
 R

; ð66Þ
Khubitq
 R

¼ o
_mintbi
oVtq
 !R

; Khhbi#q
 R

¼ o
_mintbi
oH#q
 !R

: ð67Þ
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hh
bi#q are components of the stiffness matrices
Khuand Khh corresponding to the moment of momentum equations.
A straight forward calculation yields
_mintbi ¼
Z
R
~Bbj½a3jipmDpm þ a4jipmWpm mjnXni  eijnMb½a1jnpmDpm
n
þa2jnpmWpm þ Ljp rpn  rjp Xpn

dv ; ð68Þ
which results in
Khubitq ¼
Z
R
½~Bbja3jipqBtp  eijnMbBtpa1jnpq  eiqnMbBtj rjndv ; ð69Þ
Khhbi#q ¼
Z
R
f~Bbj½epmka3jipmKkqM# þ a4jipmðKmqpM# þKmq~B#pÞ
 eijnMba2jnpmðKmqpM# þKmq~B#pÞ  eijnepnkKkqrjp
þ eijnepmkMba1jnpmKkqM#gdv : ð70Þ
After calculating the desired stiffness and residual matrices, ﬁnally
we arrive at the following matrix equation for ﬁnding the un-
knowns in the ðRþ 1Þth sub-step:
KRDV
R
 ¼  ~PR ; ð71Þ
where the stiffness matrix K, the generalized displacement matrix
DV, and the generalized residual matrix ~P are deﬁned as
K¼ K
uu Kuh
Khu Khh
" #
ðneþmeÞ
ðneþmeÞ
; DV¼ VDt
HDt
 
ðneþmeÞ3
; ~P¼ P
P
 
ðneþmeÞ3
:
ð72Þ
The geometry of the ðRþ 1Þth sub-step is updated by
uRþ1 ¼ uR þ DuR at each node of the body, while the micro-rotation
u is updated through the following relations (Steinmann, 1994):
u ¼ u
h
tan
h
2
; uRþ1 ¼
uþ Du ðe:DuÞu
1 u:Du
 R

; uRþ1
¼ 2 tan
1 h
h
u
 Rþ1

: ð73Þ
Furthermore, since the order of magnitude of micro-rotation is of-
ten smaller than that of macro-displacement, we may use two dif-
ferent convergence criterions for them.6. Numerical examples
In this section, we present two planar examples solved by our
FE formulations. It is noted that after some minor simpliﬁcations
of the general 3D FE formulations obtained in the previous section,
they can be applied to 2D problems. For this purpose, a ﬁnite ele-
ment program has been prepared and a 9-node element, with 24
DOFs, 18 translational and 4 rotational ones has been used for dis-
cretizing the geometry. All 9-nodes of the element have two trans-
lational DOFs ðux;uyÞ and four nodes located at four apexes of the
element have micro-rotational DOF ðuzÞ beside translational DOFs.
6.1. Bending of a cantilever beam
In this example, a cantilever beam is modeled as a slender rect-
angle in plane stress condition and is subjected to non-follower
distributed loading as shown in Fig. 1. The classical material prop-
erties are E ¼ 1:2 104 psi and v = 0.2 in all analyses. We do not
consider ﬁxed values for the micropolar material parameters and
specify them in each diagram. Also, in all analyses, 10 elements
along the beam length are considered. The solutions are obtained
using 10 load steps ð ¼ 10Þ with 3–5 iterations per step.
At ﬁrst, we consider a beam with the ordinary dimensions (a
macro-beam) B = 10 in., H = 1 in., W = 1 in. as it has been consid-ered by Bathe et al. (1975). The compressible neo-Hookean type
constitutive equations presented in (47) and (48) with UðJÞ ¼
kðln JÞ2=2 have been employed. Variations of the deﬂection ratio
Uy=B versus the load parameter K ¼ PB3=ðEIÞ at tip of the beam
for g ¼ G=100 and different values of the length scale parameter
L are demonstrated in Fig. 2. The parameter Uy denotes dis-
placement in the y-direction and I is the area moment of inertia
of the beam cross-section about its neutral axis, where the def-
inition of the neutral axis is the same as the classical contin-
uum theory. In order to validate our results, we compare our
analysis for the cases where the micropolar effects are negligi-
ble, i.e., by setting g ¼ G=100 and L ¼ 1 106 in. In this case,
we see that our results are very close to the results of Bathe
et al. (1975) in the context of the classical continuum theory.
When L increases, the curves pertaining to the micropolar the-
ory departure from that of the classical theory and the deﬂec-
tion of the beam decreases. This means that an increase in L,
results in activation of the couple stresses and the resistance
of the beam for deﬂection increases. But, an important point
is that for this beam, micropolar effects rise at almost large val-
ues of L.
In the next step,we consider a beamwithmicro-inch dimensions
(a micro-beam), i.e., B ¼ 10 106 in., H ¼ 1 106 in: and W ¼
1 106 in: and with the same values for E and m. Variations of
Uy=B versusK at tip of the beamfor different values of L and the shear
parameter a ¼ G=g are shown in Fig. 3. The patterns of these curves
are the same as those shown in Fig. 2, but it is very important to note
that the dependence of these curves on the length-scale parameter
occurs in very small values of L. In other words, a value of, e.g.
L ¼ 3 107 in: has not any sensible effect on the deformation of
themacro-beam,while this valuehas signiﬁcant effectson thedefor-
mation of the micro-beam considered here. This means that when
the dimensions of a specimen are small, e.g. inmicro-level,micropo-
lar effects have an important role in predicting the behavior ofmate-
rials. Also, this ﬁgure shows that when the micropolar shear
parameter g increases (or a decreases), a reduction in the deﬂection
of the system can be observed.
6.2. Uniaxial tension of a sheet with a hole
In this example, a square rubber sheet with a half length
B = 10 in. including a central hole with 3 in. radius in the plane
stress condition and under uniaxial distributed loading is exam-
ined (Fig. 4). Only one quarter of the sheet has been analyzed
and the pattern of elements is similar to those of Bathe et al.
(1975). The classical material parameters are m = 0.49, l = 64 psi
and b ¼ 0:281. The total external load is p = 50 lb/in. Variations of
the external force parameter P ¼ pB=6 versus the horizontal dis-
placement of point A analyzed by different constitutive equations
have been shown in Fig. 5. When the micropolar parameters are
small, the results of the micropolar neo-Hookean and Mooney-Riv-
lin constitutive equations are very similar to the classical analysis
obtained by Bathe et al. (1975). However, in this speciﬁc example,
when the micropolar parameters increase, no any signiﬁcant
change of the response is observed. Separation of the classical
and micropolar responses occurs at very large values of the length
scale parameter, e.g., L  500 in. A decrease in the dimensions of
the problem, e.g., B ¼ 10 106 in: has also no any signiﬁcant ef-
fect on such behavior. Also, changing the classical material param-
eters, e.g., an increase in the shear modulus l or decreasing the
Poisson ratio associated with the micropolar parameters, do not
change the trend of these curves. Hence, we conclude that the
inﬂuence of the micropolar parameters is dependent not only on
the size, but also on the geometry and loading conditions of the
body. For the problems in which the deformation is very close to
a homogeneous state, the micropolar mechanisms are not acti-
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Fig. 1. Geometry and loading of a cantilever beam subjected to a ﬁxed direction distributed load on the upper and lower surfaces.
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Fig. 2. Variation of deﬂection ratio Uy=B versus the load parameter K ¼ PB3=EI at tip
of the macro-beam for a ¼ G=g ¼ 100 and different values of the length scale
parameter L.
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Fig. 4. Geometry, loading and deformed shape of one quarter of a rubber sheet
under uniaxial distributed loading for L ¼ 1 106 in: and a ¼ 100, p ¼ 50 lb=in:.
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Fig. 5. Variations of the external force P ¼ pB=6 versus the displacement of point A.
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micropolar shear parameter have not any effect on the deforma-
tion of the body.7. Conclusions
In this paper, hyper-elastic type constitutive equations in the
micropolar continuum theory were investigated. Using the repre-
sentation theorems of tensor functions, the general form of the
stress and couple stress tensors based on a general form of the
Helmholtz energy function in a purely mechanical process were
obtained. The rate-form of the constitutive equations with material
and spatial descriptions were derived. The necessary and sufﬁcient
conditions for the integrability of the constitutive equations for
pre-determined material and spatial elasticities were investigated.
As some special cases, the constitutive equations of neo-Hookean
S. Ramezani et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 2765–2773 2773and Mooney-Rivlin types were generalized to the micropolar con-
tinuum theory. The generalized constitutive equations reduce to
those of the linear microplar theory in the case of small deforma-
tions. Also, updated Lagrangian ﬁnite element formulations based
on the general form of the isotropic micropolar hyper-elastic mate-
rials were presented. Considering two planar examples, it was
shown that an increase in the micropolar parameter results in
the stiffening of the body and reduction of its deformation. Also,
it was shown that for a specimen with micro-inch dimensions,
the micropolar effects are more sensible. This is the so-called con-
clusion that the smaller is the stiffer. Furthermore, it was shown
that the inﬂuence of the micropolar parameters is dependent not
only on the size of the body, but also to its geometry and loading
conditions. For the problems in which the pattern of deformation
is very close to a homogeneous state, the micropolar effects are
negligible. In these circumstances, classical continuum theory is
capable for predicting the behavior of materials.
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